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This edition of Frontline represents a “milestone” as it is the 50th edition – or at least it is 
the 50th time I have written this President’s Report. 
I am glad that I am able to start off this report with a good news story. On Sunday, 8 
July, Bob Pink, Mick Pass and I travelled to Wyong where we attended Glen Scriven’s 95th birthday 
celebrations at a party organised by his daughters. The very large gathering of family and friends, including 
Association members Rita Dean and 2/19 Battalion AIF veteran Edward “Chum” Donnelly, David Ring and 
John Burns combined to surprise Glen when arrived at Wyong RSL Club expecting to have a quiet lunch 
with his daughter. A lovely afternoon ! 
Sunday, 22 July was the 96th Anniversary of the Battle of Pozieres and Bob Pink and I were present at the 
Association of First Infantry Battalion’s Commemorative service at St Columba’s Uniting Church in 
Woollahra. LTCOL Terry Betts, CO 1/19 RNSWR, together with WO1 Nathan Ahearn, RSM 1/19 RNSWR 
were in attendance and the Colours of 1 Battalion were marched into the church by a Colour Party from 1/19 
RNSWR. A moving occasion, during which Rev Alan Russell, the now retired former minister of St 
Columba’s, showed slides of his recent visit to the Somme battlefield and the Australian memorials at 
Pozieres! 
Sadly, 22 July also brought news of the death, at 92 years of age, of David “Digger” Barrett at Forest Lake in 
Queensland. David, who enlisted in 2/19 Field Ambulance AIF, was a Prisoner of War in Changi and on the 
Burma Thai Railway and a long-time member of 2/19 Battalion AIF Association. David, in conjunction with 
Brian Robertson, had recently completed the story of his wartime experiences, Digger’s Story, which was 
released on 1 August 2012.  
LTCOL Ken Kirkby, ED, who commanded 1/19 RNSWR for a period of four weeks in 1975 before moving to 
command 2/17 RNSWR, also passed away on 22 July. Ken passed away in hospital after a short illness and 
we are indebted to the Regimental Secretary, RNSWR for news of Ken’s passing. Ken was farewelled at 
Northern Suburbs Crematorium on 28 July and I represented the Association at Ken’s funeral. Following the 
‘Return to Sender’ of Mrs Ivy Myors’ July newsletter subsequent checks revealed her passing on 29 June 
2012.  22 July brought further sad news of the passing of Ken Gray’s wife Olga. 
Advice was received of the passing of Harold (Tony) Tonacia on Monday, 30 July. Tony, who served in 17 
Platoon, D Coy was farewelled at Pinegrove Memorial Park on Monday, 6 August. I was unable to attend but 
the Association was well represented by Bob Pink. Also attending were Pattie McAleer, Bob Binns and Allan 
Brideoake who made the journey from Scone accompanied by his son, Bruce and Bruce’s partner, Julie. On 
1 July we received advice of the sad passing at Yass NSW of Lieutenant Colonel Doug Aspinall AO, RFD, 
ED former CO of 17 RNSWR and former regimental secretary of the Royal New South Wales Regiment. 
Sadly, during my absence overseas for most of August, we received more sad news. Barbara Briggs advised 
that her father John Peter “Jack” Sanderson – formerly of 17 Platoon, D Company, 2/19 Battalion AIF – 
passed away on 14 August. Robert Bardsley advised of the passing of his Mother Barbara at Goondiwindi on 
19 August. I was also very sad to receive news of yet more tragic news for the Stewart family when Ron and 
Dee Stewart advised of the sudden and untimely death of their daughter Tracey at the age of 36. Coming so 
soon after the death of Ron’s mother Jean this was a tragic event. Tracey was buried in South Australia 
where she and her family were based. 
On 5 September, I represented the Association at the Battle for Australia Commemoration Service at the 
Sydney Cenotaph. Bob Pink was unable to accompany me as he was occupied with his duties at Legacy 
and their Annual Badge Appeal. 
We were advised of the passing on 11 September of Mrs Audrey Holmes, sister of Association member and 
2/19 Battalion veteran Glen Scriven, at the age of 92. Audrey’s farewell was conducted at Northern Suburbs 
Crematorium on 17 September and Bob Pink, David Ring and John Burns represented the Association. 
 We were advised of the passing on Friday, 14 September, of LCPL Stephen Currie. Stephen served for a 
number of years in 2 RNSWR and 17 RNSWR before transferring to 1/19 RNSWR in 1986 where he served 
for a further six years before retiring from the ARes in 1992. Stephen’s funeral service was held at Palmdale 
Memorial Park on 21 September. Bob Pink and Graham Ross represented the Association in my absence 
together with David Ring who conducted the RSL Commemorative service. I look forward to seeing you all at 
the Association’s Annual General Meeting Weekend at Ballina on 01-03 November 2013. 

Roger Perry 
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DAY DATE TIME EVENT LOCATION Remarks 

FRI 15 FEB 2013 1045 
FALL OF SINGAPORE 
COMMMEMORATION 

SYDNEY CENOTAPH 

Refreshments after Service at 
the Combined Services RSL 

5-7 Barrack St SYDNEY 
Decorations & Medals 

THU 25 APR 2013 0930 ANZAC DAY SYDNEY 

FORM UP outside NSW 
Leagues Club Elizabeth St 

near Martin Place. 
REUNION VENUE:  

being arranged. 
Decorations & Medals 

SAT 25 MAY 2013 1800 ROYAL NEW SOUTH WALES REGIMENT 
WO’s/SNCO’s DINNER 

SCHOOL OF INFANTRY 
SGTS MESS 
SINGLETON 

Mess Dress / Coat & Tie 
Miniature medals 

Overnight accommodation & 
breakfast available 

SAT 22 JUNE 2013 1800 ROYAL NEW SOUTH WALES REGIMENT 
OFFICERS’  DINNER SYDNEY Venue to be confirmed 

SUN 23 JUNE 2013 1000 
ROYAL NEW SOUTH WALES REGIMENT 
ANNUAL CHURCH PARADE

GARRISON CHURCH 
THE ROCKS – SYDNEY Decorations & Medals 

THU 15 AUG 2013 1045 VICTORY OVER JAPAN DAY SYDNEY CENOTAPH 

Refreshments after Service at 
the Combined Services RSL  
5-7 Barrack St SYDNEY 
Decorations & Medals 

   AGM  WEEKEND  
1800 MEET & GREET FUNCTION  
TBA COMMEMORATIVE WREATH LAYING (TBA)  
TBA ANNUAL GENERAL MEETING  
TBA AGM REUNION DINNER  

FRI 
SAT 
SAT 
SAT 
SUN 

1 NOV 2013 
2 NOV 2013 
2 NOV 2013 
2 NOV 2013 
3 NOV 2013  Return Travel Home 

BALLINA RSL 
CLUB 

 

MON 11 NOV 2013 1045 REMEMBRANCE DAY SYDNEY CENOTAPH 

Refreshments after Service at 
the Combined Services RSL  
5-7 Barrack St SYDNEY 
Decorations & Medals 
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Mrs Ivy Kathleen MYORS 
Widow of NX59902 WO2 Raymond Charles MYORS CSM A COY 2/19 Battalion AIF, Ivy was born on 27 
July 1919 and sady passed away on 29 June 2012 at Molong Hospital. Late of Prunus Lodge and late of 
Molong NSW the Association was only alerted to her passing on receipt of the July 12 Newsletter marked 
“Return to Sender”.  Subsequent checks with the Central Western Daily located her obituary published on 30 
June 2012. 

 
VX40463 PRIVATE David William BARRETT, A.F.A.I.A.,  
2/9 Field Ambulance, 8th Australian Division, AIF 
  
It is with deep sadness that David’s daughter Denise advised of his passing at 
hospital on Sunday 22 July 2012. Late of Forest Lake QLD David was born on 
18 February 1920 and enlisted in 2/9 Field Ambulance AIF at Caulfield VIC on 
24 June 1940.  Following the Capitulation of Singapore he passed into captivity 
as a Prisoner of War of the Japanese and on repatriation to Australia at War’s 
end he was discharged on 16 January 1946. 
 
In conjunction with Brian Robertson he wrote a book on his war experiences 
which was only published just prior to his passing. David was a long time 
member of 2/19 Battalion AIF Association and traveled down from QLD with his 
daughter Denise for the visit to the Queen Mary 2 on 23 February 2011. Our 
thanks to David’s Grandson Craig Barrett, for the following tribute which he 
delivered at David’s farewell at the Mount Thompson Crematorium, Mount 
Gravatt.   
 

The problem with a eulogy is that there is very little time to prepare one.  How does one sum up a rich and 
fulfilling life in so few words, and with such a short amount of time for preparation? 
This is especially the case with David – or Grandad as he was known to me and his grandchildren.  He was 
such a vital man and he always lived life to the fullest.  Despite his age – and he lived a good knock – we 
simply felt he would always be here, with an opinion or two (and sometimes more).  That’s how I remember 
him, as a strong and determined man.  And as I contemplated David’s life (and here I am indebted to my 
father and David’s son, Jeffrey, and also Brian Robertson who, with David, wrote Digger’s Story), I realised 
that David’s strength and determination were hallmarks of his character from a very early age. 
David was born in 1922, the third child of David and Ethel Barrett.  His father called him ‘Digger’ when he 
was born – an apt nickname, as it turned out.  David had an unexceptional life as a child, at least 
unexceptional as Australian childhoods go; he wasn’t particularly fond of school, his grades were average, 
but he loved exploring the world around him and ‘knocking about’.  David always talked about how he left 
school at the age of 14 – this was important to him, because it demonstrated how he had made it in this 
world without much of an education and he was very proud of that.   
Like most young men in Australia in the 1930s, David and his mates talked about the possibility of war.  
Germany was an obvious topic of discussion – the lingering trauma of World War I guaranteed that – but 
there was also the rise of imperialist Japan to contemplate.  Many Australians were prepared to fight if it 
came to it; as Brian noted, not always for King and Country, but simply for the adventure.  David joined the 
cavalry in the volunteer militia because riding horses seemed a better deal than walking, indicating that he 
was more for adventure than service. 
By 1940, the war that everyone anticipated was a very real thing; at least against Germany and Italy.  David 
decided to join the Australian Imperial Force.  On his first go, he was told he was too young, and that he had 
to ‘go around the block’ a few times before returning to enlist.  David thought that was a good idea: he 
walked around the block and when he returned he met another officer and this time he said he was 21 and 
he was enlisted in the army.  David was a soldier in the Eighth Division, specifically the 2/9 Field Ambulance 
unit and, like many men in that division, he thought he was going to be sent to the Middle East, where the 
previous AIF divisions had been sent.  But this was not to be; instead, the 8th Division was sent to Singapore, 
because of the fear that Japan would invade Southeast Asia. As we all know, Japan did indeed invade  
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Southeast Asia and, despite a brave defence, the Allied forces were overwhelmed and taken captive.  David 
was in a non-combatant unit, so he did not carry a gun, but he ended up getting one anyway – Bugger it, he 
thought, I’ll make my own luck and get myself a rifle.  The rifle didn’t help in the end, but the bit about making 
his own luck held true. Captivity under the Japanese was a harsh experience – a third of all Australian 
casualties in World War II were POWs.  David was amongst those POWs sent to build the Burma-Thailand 
Railway.  He survived with characteristic pluck and courage, and a healthy sense of egalitarianism.  And, like 
many other Australians, he survived by helping, and in turn being helped, by his mates.  When the war was 
over, David joined the War Graves Commission survey and he travelled back along the Burma-Thailand 
railway to find the grave sites of Allied soldiers. In the context of David’s life, captivity was only a small part – 
but it came to define him.  When he returned, David wanted to forget about the war – he even dropped the 
nickname ‘Digger’ because it reminded him of the war.  He got on with life – again with that strength and 
determination – raising a family and building a successful career.  David became the consummate salesman 
and reached several lofty positions in the business world.  He was very proud of his deserved success and, 
even if it remained unspoken, the years spent as a POW endowed David with the determination to survive. 
 
In later years, David sought out the comradeship of his POW mates once again.  It was at a national reunion 
of POWs, held at the Gold Coast in 1986, that David learnt Canadian POWs were seeking reparations from 
the Japanese for their treatment in captivity.  David wondered why Australian POWs were not doing the 
same thing, and by the end of the reunion he had determined there was enough support from POWs to start 
an Australian claim.  The path was not easy, though; there was resistance within the POW executive to the 
claim and, as the years passed, a diminishing will to see the claim through.  David never wavered, however.  
He always maintained the Japanese should pay reparations.  And like in captivity, David wanted to help his 
his fellow POW. 
And it is here that I turn to what I think is David’s most important and enduring legacy.  Like many other 
POWs, David hated the Japanese for what they had done to him and his mates in captivity.  But his role in 
the reparations claim meant that he travelled to Japan and became friends with many Japanese people.  He 
was reunited with Nagase Takashi, a former Kempetai officer in the Imperial Japanese Army who was the 
interpreter that accompanied David and the War Graves survey party in 1945.   Nagase had made it his life 
goal to seek redemption for his role in the war and to strive for peace.  David and Nagase became firm 
friends.  Through Nagase, David met many wonderful and dedicated people in Japan who wanted to learn 
more about the war and seek reconciliation for the past.  David continued to travel to Japan and he made 
many close friends: Toshiyuki Tanaka, professor of history; Yukako Ibuki; Mariko Matsuo, a teacher.  He 
influenced a generation of Japanese children, who learnt of his story and the importance of learning about 
the past.  Through these friendships, David found peace and a purpose beyond merely surviving.   
David’s strength and determination were apparent though his life – from joining the army, surviving captivity, 
building a successful career and fighting for reparations from the Japanese.  But I will also remember the 
kindness and generosity of his spirit that he felt for the Japanese people.  David’s life was extraordinary, but 
this aspect of his life made him a great man.   
Vale Grandad.   
  

534539 LIEUTENANT COLONEL Kenneth James KIRKBY, ED 
Commanding Officer 1st/19th Battalion The Royal New South Wales 
Regiment  12 August – 21 September 1975  
Commanding Officer 17th Battalion The Royal New South Wales Regiment 
22 September  1975 -  9 April 1979 
Ken sadly passed away on 22 July 2012 aged  83 years. 
 
Much loved husband of Olive for 60 years. Cherished father of Debra, Cole, 
Jenny and William. Loved father-in-law of David, Rosalyn, Tony and Susan. 
Like a father to Maria and Stephen. Adored Grampsie of Krystle, Lauren, 
Georgia, Robert, James, Sophie, Kael, Grace and Madison. 
 
The Director of the Directorate of Soldier Career Management Agency – Army 

Colonel Andrew Gallaway delivered the following tribute at Ken’s farewell in the North Chapel of the Northern 
Suburbs Crematorium, on Saturday July 28, 2012 at which President Roger Perry represented the 
Association.  
 
It’s my honour to deliver this Eulogy for 534539 Lieutenant Colonel Kenneth James Kirkby whose career in 
the Citizen Military Forces spanned 29 years. I acknowledge that there are many with us today who have a  
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more in-depth understanding of some chapters of Ken’s military service than I do; perhaps none have an 
understanding like Olive’s who was by his side throughout that entire period and it would be remiss of me not 
to acknowledge how challenging it is for partners of Defence personnel, especially when you include a young 
family. What I’ll try to do is provide the gathering with an appreciation for Ken’s CMF career, which he 
pursued concurrently with a successful career in the Commonwealth Bank, and in doing so include some 
personal reflections on a man who was a part of my own inspiration for pursuing a career in the Army.  Ken 
enlisted in the CMF in Western Australia on the 14th March 1950, just weeks before his 21st birthday. To 
provide some context, this was a period when Australian troops were still on occupation duties in Japan 
following WWII, and just prior to the commencement of the Korean War. Ken went on to serve in regimental 
units in Western Australia and New South Wales including: 

• 10th Western Australian Mounted Infantry 
• 16th Australian Infantry Battalion 
• 1st Battalion the Royal Western Australian Regiment 
• 16th 1, 17th and 1st/19th Battalions of the Royal New South Wales Regiment 

He also served in the Officers Staff Group Western Command and the Officer Training Group. I am aware 
that Ken thoroughly enjoyed all the units he served in but had a special affinity for the 1st/19th Battalion and 
the 17th Battalion. It was the latter unit that he commanded from 1976 to his retirement on the 9th April 1979 
and this is a feature of his service that I would like to dwell on for a moment. Before I continue I should 
acknowledge the presence of the current CO and RSM of the 2nd/17th Battalion, Lieutenant Colonel Steve 
Brumby and Warrant Officer Class One Jeoffrey Cattana, and I thank them on your behalf for their 
attendance today. The appointment as CO of a battalion is something of a pinnacle for any Infantry officer, 
whether Reserve or Regular. To give you some perspective of the importance of this role I’d like to share a 
brief quote from Major General David Butler, who wrote: 
 

2 A battalion is a unit of nearly 1,000 individuals. Unlike a ship or an aircraft, it is not physically 
contained. The Commanding Officer cannot turn it, wheel it or direct its fire with one or two orders. 
No one person can ever be omnipresent, in total control, or even able to view the multitude of 
incidents that occur on the battlefield. Information of the many separate incidents of the battle 
passes up and down in an unending, unstructured stream. The thread is held by the Commanding 
Officer; he is the focal point and must make sense out of the sometimes discordant notes and turn 
them to advantage. In a good battalion, the thread is almost palpable. Everyone moves with a 
shared sense of purpose to the same rhythm, as they trained. There are few orders but everyone 
knows what to do. 

 
It must have been a great honour for Ken to be appointed to such an important role and a very satisfying way 
to close the last chapter of his active CMF career. The last unique feature of his career that I’d like to 
highlight is Ken’s association with the Vietnam War. In July 1970 Ken, at the rank of Major, deployed to 
South Vietnam as part of a program to expose selected CMF members to the operations of the 1st Australian 
Task Force based in Nui Dat. During his attachment units of the Australian Task Force conducted joint 
operations with local South Vietnamese forces, along similar lines to our current operations in Afghanistan. 
This must have been a rare opportunity at professional development and an experience I’m sure he drew on 
in subsequent years. 
 
Finally, some personal reflections. I stated already that Ken was part of my inspiration for pursuing a military 
career. When I graduated from the Royal Military College in 1989, Ken generously gave me his Sam 
Browne, an important symbol of an officer when on parade. Sadly, I can’t wear it today as, over the years, 
either I’ve expanded or the Sam Browne has shrunk; probably the latter! Ken’s generosity was a constant 
reminder to me, particularly as a Captain, when I wore the belt. I spent most of my six years as a Captain in 
Adjutant roles so had to wear the Sam Browne constantly. As a consequence the leather (obviously good 
quality) had a mirror-like finish and was the envy of many other officers.  
 
To finish, I’m told Ken was a stickler for military protocol. I hope he’d be pleased with this part of the service, 
but that he’d be even more pleased with the ‘battle procedure’ that led to this moment. Many in this room 
were responsible for the detailed appreciation and planning stage. A warning order was issued, battle 
procedure ensued, with concurrent activity, ensuring all was ready for the day. The orders group convened 
this morning, maps were marked and orders issued. We even conducted rehearsals as all good units do. 

nd when we crossed the line of departure there was no turning back; our mission achieved.  A
 
Rest well Lieutenant Colonel Kirkby. 
  
Footnote:   1 Although I cannot recall this unit existing I have included 16th Battalion, Royal New South Wales Regiment because it was  
                     included on the Record of Service released by the Central Army Records Office.  
                   2 D. Butler, A. Argent and J. Shelton, The Fight Leaders, Australian Military History Publications, NSW, 2002. 
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LIEUTENANT COLONEL Douglass Ingham ASPINALL, AO, RFD, ED 
Former Commanding Officer 17 Battalion The Royal New South Wales Regiment 
and Regimental Secretary, The Royal New South Wales Regiment 
December 16, 1926 - August 1, 2012 

 
When he passed away on August 1, 2012, Lieutenant Colonel Douglass Aspinall 
AO, RFD, ED was a patron of the Association of 17th Infantry Battalions and 
former Commanding Officer 17 RNSWR. Born at “Springwood”, 2 Roslyn 
Avenue (now Ward Avenue), Darlinghurst (now Kings Cross), NSW, on 
December, 16 1926 he was the third son and fifth child of Dr Archibald (Archie) 
John Aspinall and Mary Bell Campbell Aspinall (nee Woods). Douglass was 

initially educated for a short time by a governess then later at Edgecliff Preparatory School, Scots College 
Preparatory School, The Scots College and Knox Grammar School.  
 
Scots College had been started by Doug’s paternal grandfather and his father was the first boy on the school 
roll. On May 7, 1945, Doug joined the 2nd AIF. After training in Cowra, he was posted to the Officer Cadet 
Training Unit at Seymour, Victoria, Once the war was over, he volunteered to go to Japan with the British 
Commonwealth Occupation Force (BCOF), and was posted to 14 Australian Workshop and Park Company 
RAE. He travelled in MV Duntroon to Kure, Japan, arriving in February 1946. He returned to Australia in 
HMAS Kanimbla in November, 1947 and was discharged.In 1948, he studied for the Leaving Certificate 
under the Commonwealth Reconstruction Training Scheme (CRTS) at the, then vacant, Ultimo Public 
School. In 1949, Douglass commenced at Sydney University, studying medicine but in his own words “due to 
lack of application” repeated first year and failed second year. Douglass enlisted in the Sydney University 
Regiment (SUR) in February 1949 and, on December 8, 1950, was one of the first three from SUR, to be 
commissioned after WW2. He was transferred to 17/18 Infantry Battalion in 1952. 
 
In late 1956 he was selected to become an Australian Military Observer with the United Nations Military 
Observer Group in India and Pakistan (UNMOGIP).The then Lieutenant Aspinall married Mary Morgan on 
February 23, 1957, on the strength of the appointment, and she joined him in Kashmir later in 1957. Their 
son, Archie James, was born at the CMS Mission Hospital at Rainawari, Srinagar, Kashmir, on July 13, 
1958. They returned to Australia in November 1960 and lived in Beecroft. Their daughter, Lucy Martel, was 
born on October 5, 1964, and died in a car accident in 1992. Douglass worked for Australian Paper 
Manufacturers from 1960 until 1979. Continuing in the Army Reserve, he visited South Vietnam in 1968, and 
was attached to 1 RAR. He commanded 17th Battalion the Royal New South Wales Regiment from 1968 to 
1971 and retired as Lieutenant Colonel in 1976.  
 
He served as regimental secretary of RNSWR from 1968 to 1996. He served as a trustee and secretary of 
the Royal NSW Regiment Trust. He was registrar of the Royal Agricultural Society of NSW from 1960 to 
1979 and the first executive director of the Australian Merino Centre, Sydney, from 1980 to 1997. He was 
awarded the Order of Australia Medal (OAM) on Australia Day 1988 and made an Officer of the Order of 
Australia (AO) on Australia Day 1998. 
 
When Mary was diagnosed with dementia at the end of 1996 Doug retired in early 1997 and moved into an 
independent living unit at Linton RSL Retirement Village at Yass in May 1997. Mary went into permanent 
care at Horton House Nursing Home, Yass, late in 2003 and died in 2005. He was active with Yass RSL 
Sub-Branch, Yass/Boorowa Legacy Group, Yass Probus Club and Yass Red Cross. He was farewelled at 
Yass NSW on 8th August 2012.  Association of 17th Infantry Battalions ‘STAND EASY’ October 2012 
 

 
 
Mrs Tracey Leanne Eveleigh (nee Stewart)
  
Grand daughter of NX50551 CPL Richard Dalley Stewart, 2/19th Battalion AIF 
and his wife Jean. Daughter of Ron and Deidre Stewart. Wife to Paul Eveleigh, 
Mother to Chloe, Jessica and Billy. Sister to Todd Stewart.
  
Tracey was born on 14 May 1976 and passed away suddenly at the age of 36. 
Late of ‘Beltana Station’ (a 450 000 acre station) in the Flinders Ranges in 
South Australia where she had lived and worked with her family for 18 months. 
A beautiful person loved by all the family and friends and will be sadly missed. 
Tracey was laid to rest at ‘Beltana’ on Friday 24 August 2012. 
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MRS Olga Mary Alison GRAY (nee Barry). 
 
Formerly of Denistone. 
 
Passed away peacefully July 24, 2012. 
 
Beloved wife of Ken. (NX33809 2/12 Field Coy RAE 8th Division). 
Loving mother of Phillip and Deborah, mother-in-law of Mary. Much loved Nan of Paul, Andrew, Julie, Elena 
and Claudia. 
 
Olga was farewelled at the East Chapel, Northern Suburbs Crematorium on Monday 30 July  2012.  
  
 
 
 
 
NX35198 PRIVATE Harold John “Tony” TONACIA 
17 Platoon D Company 2/19 Australian Infantry Battalion AIF 

 
It is with deep sadness that Harold’s wife Audrey advised of his passing in 
hospital on Monday evening 30 July 2012.  
 
Late of Warrimoo NSW Harold was born on 14 October 1918 and enlisted in 
2/19 Battalion AIF at Wagga Wagga NSW on 15 June 1940.   
 
He fought in the Malaya and Singapore Campaign and following the Capitulation 
of Singapore he passed into captivity as a Prisoner of War of the Japanese and 
after slaving on the Thai Burma Railway he was sent to Japan to slave in the 
coal mines at Ohama before repatriation to Australia at War’s end. He was 
discharged on 4 January 1946. 
 
He is survived by his beloved wife Audrey, nephew Howard and niece Sandra, 
sister Monica and sister-in-law Pattie McAleer  
 
Harold was farewelled on 6 August 2012 at the West Chapel, Pinegrove 
Memorial Park Minchinbury NSW 2770 and the Association was represented by 
Pattie McAleer, Bob Binns, Allan and Bruce Brideoake and Bruce’s partner Julie 
and Bob Pink. 

 
 
 

L to R: Bob PINK, Pattie McALEER, Billy DUNN, Monica 
NURCOMBE , Kevin DUNN, Charlie HUGHES, Joyce HUGHES, 
Danny HUGHES, Allan BRIDEOAKE, Bruce BRIDEOAKE, Julie 
BRIDEOAKE 
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L to R: Howard BURTON, Kerry PEARCE,  
Sandra BURTON , Audrey TONACIA,   
Karen MITCHELL 



  
 

   
NX77960 PRIVATE  John Peter "Jack" SANDERSON  
17 Platoon D Company 2/19 Australian Infantry Battalion AIF 
Late of Bankstown and Revesby NSW, Jack was born on 2 November 1920 
and  sadly passed away on14 August 2011. He served with the Militia 1937 - 
1939 prior to enlisting  in 2/19 Australian Infantry Battalion AIF at Paddington 
NSW on 11 December 1941. Serving with 17 Platoon D Company, he fought 
in the Malaya and Singapore Campaign and following the Capitulation of 
Singapore passed into captivity as a Prisoner of War of the Japanese and on 
repatriation to Australia at War’s end was discharged on  8 December 1945.  
  
Sadly both his beloved wives predeceased him, Yvonne in May 1949 and 
Lillian on 27 April 2011. Jack is survived by his much loved family, daughter 
Barbara and son-in-law Laurie and and children Craig and Corrine. Our 
thanks to Jack’s daughter Barbara for the following tribute: 
 
John Peter Sanderson, known as "Jack" was born in Revesby and later 
attended school there. He later went to Belmore Technical College. Growing 
up his interests were racing his push bike at the Wiley Park Velodrome and 
boxing where he also did well. At the start of his working life he became a 
boot maker, a trade that helped save his life when he became a POW. He 
joined the militia in 1937 and about the same time he met Yvonne Anderson 

and they married in April 1939. Their daughter Barbara was born and was about 10 months old when he was 
called up to join his Battalion to go to Singapore to fight the Japanese.  
 
He was captured at the fall of Singapore after being shot in the leg and held In Changi and later sent to work 
on the Burma Railway. From there he was sent to work in the mines in Japan. He was working underground 
and when the Japanese found out he was a boot maker they sent him to the top to fix the boots of the men 
working in the mines. This saved his life. On return from the war the family moved Bathurst where he had a 
job at the Robbins Shoe factory. Unfortunately Yvonne was a very sick lady and passed away in May 1949.  
 
Jack came back to Revesby and lived with his parents and got work with a shoe company called De Liso 
Debs and after a few years left there to work for Hanson's Shoes. He loved motorbikes so he bought one 
and with his mates recaptured some of his youth that he missed whilst a POW. Jack and his mates would be 
off on their motorbikes spending the weekend out in the country somewhere. Eventually he met Lillian whom 
he married in 1952. They also settled in Revesby. Jack and Lillian worked hard together and spent many 
holidays camping at Toowoon Bay and Lake Conjola which were a couple of their favourite camping spots. 
They eventually bought a caravan which enabled them to travel more extensively.  
 
They both enjoyed playing tennis and squash with their friends but Jack's main sport was rifle shooting. He 
was a member of the Bankstown Rifle Club for many years and was Club Captain. He also enjoyed playing 
around with cars and engines so there was always someone's car in the driveway to fix.  He eventually left 
Hanson's shoes after being offered a job as a swimming pool mechanic. Handing over new pools and fixing 
the pumps etc. He worked there for several years before retiring. One of his greatest joys was when Barbara 
got married and had his granddaughter Kathy whom he adored. He and Lil loved minding her and taking her 
on outings. Later on when she got married and had their great grand children that really made his day 
especially when Kathy had Bradley, he could not wait until Brad was old enough to ride a bike. When that 
happened they bought him a 3 wheeler and later on a BMX Mountain bike which Brad still has to this day. 
Corinne, when she was born also became the light of their life and they loved to come out to their property 
and watch her ride her horses.  
 
During their retirement years they enjoyed visiting friends and family as well as touring in their caravan 
before Jack became unable to drive any more. Lil eventually became unable to look after him anymore and 
unfortunately he had to be placed into care. He was in the Bupa Nursing Home 5 years and passed away in 
Bankstown Hospital on the 14th August aged 91.       
 
M rs Barbara Elizabeth Alice BARDSLEY  
Late of Goodiwindi and formerly of Moree NSW, Barbara’s passing in her 85th year on 19 August 2012 was 
advised with sadness by her son Robert. Barbara was the widow of the late NX52472 PTE Ralph Bardsley, 
Headquarter Company 2/19 Australian Infantry Battalion AIF who predeceased her on 16 September 2002. 
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2185258 LANCE CORPORAL Stephen CURRIE  

1st/19th Battalion The Royal New South Wales Regiment 
 
It is with much sadness that the Association received news of 
Steve’s passing at Royal Prince Alfred Hospital Camperdown NSW  
on 14 September 2012. 
 
Born at Gosford NSW, Stephen enlisted in the Citizens Military 
Forces on  10 March 1971 and served with 2 RNSWR and 17 
RNSWR until transfer to 1/19 RNSWR on 4 February 1986. He was 
promoted Lance Corporal on 1 March 1990. 
 
He served in a variety of regimental postings in 1/19 RNSWR with 
the Mortar and Signals Platoons Support Company, Regimental 
Police Section Battalion Headquarters, Admin Company Storeman 
and B Company Storeman. 
  
He was discharged on 30 October 1992 after 21 years to the service 
of Australia. For his service he was awarded the Reserve Force 
Medal and the Australian Defence Medal. 
 
Steve is survived by his loving wife Karen and sons Andrew and 
Matthew, sisters Janice and Deborah and brother Paul.  He was 
farewelled at Palmdale Cemetery with the service being delivered by 
Pastor Lucas of the Coastlife Church Erina and the Poppy Service 
conducted by David Ring who represented the Association together 
with Graham Ross and Bob Pink. 
 

 
 
 
 

 
MRS Audrey Hazel HOLMES 
 
Sister of 2/19 Battalion AIF Association member Glen Scriven, 
Audrey sadly passed away on 11 September 2012 aged 93 
years.  
 
Audrey was born on 8 November 1919 at Burwood NSW and 
raised on the family property ‘Fairlight’ at Dubbo NSW.  She 
moved to Sydney in her late teens and worked at Coles. 
 
In 1941 at Bankstown Anglican Church she married Charles 
Hilton HOLMES who was serving with the RAAF. Audrey and 
Charles setteld at Mepunga St Concord where they raised their 
family. 
 
Her son Phillip predeceased her and Audrey is survived by her 
son Glenn and family and brother Glen and family and her 
grandchildren and great grandchildren. John Burns, David Ring 
and Bob Pink represented the Assocation at Audrey’s farewell at 
Macquarie Park on Monday 17 September 2012. 
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Tony BRAY MR Mick KILDEY 

 is a pleasure to once again acknowledge the generosity of th
following members which is gratefully received. 

 Our Thanks folks ! 

PTE 
SGT John BURNS OL   MBE RFD ED LTC Peter McGUINNESS

CAPT S Bill EDWARD MR Bill MEEHAN 

WO2 John  OHLBACH ELLIOTT PTE Tony

LTCOL  OAM ED  Terry IRWIN MBE LCPL Eddie PITT 

CPL Dan JOHNSTON    

 
 
 
 

   A very warm and sincere welcome is extended to the following new members 
    who have joined since the last newsletter: 

WO1 Kevin CONNELLY PENRITH NSW 2750
SGT Ken HARPER CLlFTON GROVE NSW 2800 
PTE Sid LAWRENCE ST MARYS NSW  2760 
WO1 Barry WILLOUGHBY SW BEVERLY HILLS N 2209 

 

Don WAY
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As discussed please find below information for your newsletter regarding my grandfather. Thank you again, so 
very much, for agreeing to help us. 
 
Dear Bob,  
 My Mum and I are looking for any information about my Grandfather James Campbell Perry  (Jimmy) who 
was a member of the 2/19 Battalion AIF. He enlisted originally in Randwick in 1940 but seems to have been 
discharged medically unfit. He later re-enlisted using the false name of James Thomas Pickle and this is when he 
joined the 2/19th Battalion AIF (all details below).   
 There has been an enduring family legend that a mate of his from the AIF visited my grandmother after 
the war and told her about my grandfather and some of what happened to him during his time in Singapore / 
Changi & Sandakan. My Nan passed away in 1974 without really telling us any details and so my Mum and I are 
curious to know if the story might be substantiated in some way by the family of other servicemen. As background, 
my Grandfather was one of five 2/19th Battalion men of Aboriginal descent. He was born and bred in Redfern and 
had several brothers and sisters to whom he was very close. He was married to my grandmother Georgina Martha 
Perry (nee Stewart) and they had two daughters - Yvonne and Josephine (my Mum). His Father, also James 
Campbell Perry was from Nambucca Heads and served in World War 1. 
 Sadly, owing to an acrimonious break up between my family and my Grandmother's second husband, any 
photos and letters from my Grandfather have been lost. A great tragedy for us as you can imagine. But I am able 
to enclose my Grandfather's paybook photo (see below) So many years have passed and yet we think of my 
Grandfather often. 
 
 I hope someone out there can help us with any information at all, no matter how small. 
 

Many thanks 
Deborah Gamble 

Postal Address: PO Box 258 
  ROSELANDS NSW 2196 

           Telephone:  0410 413 073 
                                 Email:      debgamble@gmail.com 

 
NX 18735 PRIVATE James Campbell PERRY  
DOB 28-07-1916 DOD 28-05-1945 

First Enlistment at Randwick, 29-05-1940 as James Campbell Perry & was 
assigned to 2/13 Battalion 7th Division. 
06-08-1940 discharged (we think it says MU or MV)- Medically unfit? 
 Second Enlistment at Paddington, 05-05-1941 as James Thomas Pickle 
NX6578 & was assigned to the 2/19th Battalion AIF, 8th Division 
 

28-05-1941 reverted to real name as James Campbell Perry 
 
07-08-1941 Appendicitis while at sea and then he ended up in hospital in 
Singapore to have appendix out. When he was discharged it seems he went to a 
base in Johore. 
 
28-03-1943 embarked E force to Sandakan.  
 
According to the records he died whilst a prisoner of the Japanese on the 28th 
May 1945. Below is the information available from the Australian War Memorial.  
 

Paybook photograph, taken on enlistment, of NX6578 Private James 
Campbell Perry, 2/19th Battalion, Australian Infantry. He was one of over 
2000 Allied prisoners of war (POW) held in the Sandakan POW camp in 
north Borneo, having been transferred there from Singapore as a part of E 
Force. The 500 Australian and 500 British POW's who made up E Force, 

left Changi on 28 March 1943, on board the S.S. DeKlerk arriving at Berhala Island (adjacent to Sandakan 
Harbour) on 15 April 1943. The POW's were held there until 5 June, when they were taken by barge to 
Sandakan. The next day they were transferred to the 8 Mile Camp, which was about half a mile from the B 
Force compound. Private Perry, aged 28, died as a prisoner of the Japanese on 28 May 1945. He was the 
son of James and Edith Perry, and the husband of Georgina Martha Perry, of Redfern, NSW. He is 
commemorated on the Labuan Memorial Panel 12. (Photograph copied from AWM232, items 4 and 5. 
Personal information from the Commonwealth War Graves Commission Database.)  
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TO OUR ASSOCIATION HIST
MEMBER  Geoff BR

 
who was returned as a Councillor t
Local Government elections.  
 
G  eoff has also been appointed as 

Chairman of Central Tablelands Wa
S  hires of Carbonne,  Weddin,  Blay

Chairman of Upper Hunter Macqua
of noxious weeds in the Oberon, B
areas.) 
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To  Andrew and Cass, on the 
safe arrival of  baby George 
Campbell GILL  born 25th July 
2012.  8lbs 10 oz.  Graeme 
would have been very proud.
OUR GET WELL WISHES TO THE FOLLOWING 
MEMBERS WHO HAVE REPORTED IN SICK: 
 
 Jim FORBES 
 Helen HANSON  
 Beryl IRWIN 
 Terry IRWIN MBE OAM ED 
 Barry REES 
ORIAN AND COMMITTEE 
ADDON, OAM, JP 

o Blayney Shire at the recent 

ter incorporating the 
ney; and 

rie County Council (eradication 
athurst, Milthorpe and Blayney 



  
 
 
     
 
 
 
 
 
TO ASSOCIATION MEMBER Joan BYE, WIDOW OF NX35419 CPL Allan Howard BYE 

2/19 Battalion AIF ON HER 90th BIRTHDAY ON 8th OCTOBER 

Right: Great 
friends Dot 
Kell who 
celebrated her 
99th birthday 
on September 
30 and Joan 
Bye who 
turned 90 on 
Monday 
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Dear Bob  
 
    I have been meaning to write 
since my recent visit to Singapore 
and the Massacre Memorial in 
Malaya  but   there's been too much 
on my plate until today. I left for a four night stay in 
Singapore with son Mike, meeting my sister and her 
son Terry from Perth at the “Fairmont “. Once the 
staff there found the reason for our visit we were 
treated like royalty.  
    The day we went to Kranji Cemetery I was given 
an arrangement of flowers to take on the Sunday trip 
to Parit Sulong and we were given a bunch of 
Singapore orchids to place at the Memorial. 
    We drove up in luxury in a local driver driven hire 
car. A pleasant drive in air-conditioned leather 
lounge type seats and an excellent road. It took 
some time for the driver to find the site but a local 
“guide”, a youngish man on a scooter with two 
babies in front and one clinging to his back like a 
monkey, led us to within a few metres. 
     Was most upset on the short walk rubbish, 
overloaded garbage bins, smell, me telling myself 
dear Lord they deserve better than this. In one step 
what a transformation. Green lawn, well tended 
except the leaves from the overhanging trees, all 
meet and tidy and so well kept and what hit us all the 
most was the peace and serenity. In seconds from 
being upset and agitated all was peace and calm.       
     Even Dot and my weeping was quiet It truly is a 
beautiful site with the walkway out to the pagoda  
overlooking the river. Did did my usual Bible reading 
Revelation 7, 13–17 and recited the Ode laid our 
flowers and said a thank you to the keepers of the 
site. Back through the garage and walk through the 
shopping centre more cars and scooters than one 
would believe possible.  By this time a cuppa badly 
needed . Suddenly I wasn’t thirsty when a warm 
glass of sweetened milk tea was placed in front of 
me – me who only drinks hot black and 
unsweetened. 
       Necessity made us brave the toilet facilities - 
anyone who has travelled in Asian countries 
outside large towns etc., know what we faced. Still 
something to laugh about after the previous sad 
half hour. We went on up to Malacca and came 
back to Singapore in a slightly different route. 
Back at “Fairmont” (in executive suites no less) 
and all the staff most interested in enquiring after 
our day. One main reception gentlemen couldn't 
believe after 70 years we – Dot and I still  
mourned.and had made the journey. When we left 
late Monday afternoon we were escorted out to 
our waiting very large taxi by reception staff after 
having had photos taken.Had a   truly wonderful 
four days, not long enough – needed at least 
another two.  
    My regret is having no photo or film of two fat 
ladies being conned into an climbing aboard a 
tricycle people mover.  Am still laughing at the 
memory especially being charged 150 Singapore 
dollars when we later found out that 70 at the most  
 

 
should've been charged. At that stage I hadn’t had 
time to obtain Singapore cash so Dot was paying  
and me telling her “give him a tip – he earned it” Boy 
did he give himself a tip ! Two days later after getting  
home sick with flu – wog from the plane and laid low 
for some time then every organisation I belong to 
had a ‘do’ on. Last week five days straight. Going to  
use my age and retire I think. Best wishes Bob. 
Hope Mike remembered to send some photos – he 
and his wife are in the USA at present. 
Yours truly, 
Shirley Drum 
YAMBA NSW 2464 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Our thanks to Mike Drum for 
the photos below 
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FROM MARTIN HANSON  (BY EMAIL) 
 
TO: President & Hon Sec 
Well, it’s been about seven weeks since I last wrote to 
you both and as promised this is a quick update on the 
progress of Helen’s breast cancer treatment.   
 
We’ve  never  really  been  alone  over  the  last  ten 
weeks.  Our  girls  have  been  constantly  in  touch  and 
have been  visiting when  they  can.  Concerned  family 
friends,  neighbours, work mates  from  the Australian 
War Memorial, members of the 1/19 Association and 
friends from our  local church have been constantly  in 
touch.  The  lovely  flowers and cards have brightened 
Helen’s day so much on many occasions and we thank 
you  for  sending  them.   Between  treatments,  we’ve 
even  had  time  to  fit  in  a  weekend  visit  to  our 
grandchildren  in  Berry,  on  the  south  coast.   Our 
daughter, Elizabeth will be  flying up  from Melbourne 
next weekend to visit again for a few days.   
 
The Radiation Oncology treatment has finished and we 
now  have  a  series  of  appointments  with  the 
Specialists   and  Doctors  to  get  an  assessment  on 
further Radiation Oncology treatment.  Helen  is badly 
burnt  around  the  treated  area  and  the hospital  staff 
have told us that this should settle down within three 
or  four  weeks  now  that  the  radiation  treatment  is 
finished.   We  have  attended  several  counselling 
courses  to  learn of  the  services  that  are  available  to 
Helen and to better prepare us both to be able to cope 
with the continued treatment that  lies ahead and the 
ongoing  visits  to  hospital  and  Doctors.  Helen  has 
started a  five year  course of drugs  just  in  case  there 
are any minute quantities of the cancer in her system. 
 
I  cannot adequately explain how  caring and kind  the 
Doctors and staff are at the Oncology Unit at Woden 
Hospital.   They  have made  both  Helen  and  I  feel  at 
ease at all  times and  they are always concerned  that 
we are  comfortable with what was going on and are 
always ready to help us to cope at difficult times. 
 
In  about  five  weeks,  or  if  there  are  any  further 
developments,  I’ll  give  you  an  update  on  Helen’s 
further  treatment.  As  I  said before,  I  know  that  this 
journey won’t be the easiest but knowing  
 
Helen  I’m sure with her determination and willpower 
she’ll make a real “go of it”. 
 
Thank  you  all  for  your  concern  and  kind words, we 
both appreciate them so much. 
 
Kindest regards, 
 

Martin Hanson 
4 Septermber 12 
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Our thanks to Association member Dan Johnston for the photographs on this page 
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For your intere
The tracker do
 
The plaques o  
necessarily wh

Our thanks to 
left) and the N
Tamworth NS
 

 

Our thanks to MAJ Harry COLE who kindly forwarded the above photos: 

st, attached are the images after the memorial service at Ingleburn today 9 AUG 12  
g handlers plaque is attached on the left-side of the plinth as you look at it. 

n the angled top carry the names of National Servicemen who died while in training, not
en handling weapons, etc. 
Reg & Joy NEWTON who also kindly forwarded the photos of the War Memorial (below 
ational Servicemen’s Memorial  (below right) taken recently whilst on a visit to 
W,  which bears the regimental details of quite a few ex members of 19 Battalion 
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Hi Bob, 
Attached is the PR release I have written for Ray Parkin's biography. The book is called 'Ray Parkin's 
Odessey' and will be on the bookshelves on 18th September, 2012. If you could put something in Frontline I 
would really appreciate it. I have sent you the basic PR release, but should you wish to include the following I 
think it appropriate.  
 
"Ray's biography includes some of the story of three 2/19th Battalion men:  Ray Clendenning, Allan 
Brideoake and Doug Craig.  Ray and Allan were generous enough to give the author their first hand 
accounts of the year they spent in the Ohama POW camp in Japan.  Very sadly Doug Craig did not 
return from that place.”  

Nevertheless, the book is done, and will be in the stores to buy 
on the date mentioned above. I also include the designer's 
artwork of the cover, just for you to see what it looks like. 
 
I hope all is well with you all. 
Onto the next project. 
 
My best, 

Pattie Wright 
 
 
The biography of Chief Petty Officer Ray Parkin will be 
available in bookstores nationally from 18 September 2012, 
published by Pan Macmillan.  It is just shy 700 pages and will 
retail for $49.99. 
 
The book has been written by Pattie Wright, author of 'The 
Men of the Line' (Miegunyah Press, 2008).  
 
After taking four years to write Ray's biography, it is to be 
hoped that the men who contributed to its pages - the precious 
few surviving from HMAS Perth and their compatriots in USS 
Houston, ex-POW's of the Thai Burma railway and those from 
Ohama, in Japan - will approve.It has been written for all of 
you in mind. 

 
For those not au fait with the history: 
 
In 1939, Ray Parkin was serving in the Australian light cruiser, HMAS Perth. At first glance he looked every 
inch the archetypal petty officer that he was - tough, practical and a model of naval discipline. Yet Ray was 
no ordinary sailor despite a lack of formal education he had the soul of an artist, and a philosopher's 
enquiring mind. 
 
As HMAS Perth was embroiled in war - first in the Caribbean, then the horror of the Mediterranean campaign 
and finally into the fight for South East Asia - Ray was to become both a witness and a chronicler to the 
conflict through his meticulous diaries and his minutely observed watercolours and sketches. When Perth 
was sunk off the coast of Java, Ray was one of the survivors. After a valiant attempt to sail back to Australia 
in a ship's lifeboat, he surrendered and spent the rest of the war as a prisoner of the Japanese.  
 
First, in building the Thai Burma railway and then working as a slave labourer in a Japanese coal mine. The 
horrors and privations of those years saw some of his most memorable artwork - documenting both the 
beauty of the natural world and the savageries and humiliations of the POW experience. 
 
These were also the years that saw the founding of life-long friendships with fellow prisoners Weary Dunlop 
and Laurens van der Post. These seemingly lost years gave Ray the material for three exemplary books he 
would publish after the war, each one documenting his experiences: 'Out of the Smoke', 'Into the Smother' 
and 'The Sword and the Blossom'.  
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Ray died in 2005, acclaimed not only for his art and his wartime trilogy, but also for his prize-winning 
masterpiece, H. M. Bark Endeavour, an extraordinary evocation of Captain Cook's ship and the voyage up 
the east coast of Australia in 1771. 
 
This extensively researched biography, illustrated by 100 paintings, photographs and sketches is the first full 
and comprehensive account of Ray's life and wartime experiences. Using first hand accounts from filmed 
interviews with Ray himself as well as access to his letters, diaries and unpublished memories, Pattie Wright 
has written a book that is powerful, moving and compelling. 
 
 
 

PATTIE WRIGHT HAS KINDLY FORWARDED RECENT PHOTOGRAPHS OF THE GRAVE OF 
 

NX35512 PRIVATE Douglas Andrew Love CRAIG, 2/19 INFANTRY BATTALION AIF 
 

AT YOKOHAMA WAR CEMETERY JAPAN 
 
Val and Colin Hamley - 2/2nd Pioneer Battalion - visited Japan recently through the government and the 
Japanese government. They were planning to go to Yokohama Cemetery and Pattie asked them to visit 
Dougie Craig....which they did and laid a poppy. 
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THE AUGUST OFFENSIVE AT ANZAC, 1915 
David W. Cameron 
Big Sky Publishing, 2011, 141pp 
 
Reviewer:  JOHN DONOVAN 
 
The Campaign Series version of David 
Cameron’s book on the August battles (Sorry 
Lads, but the order is to go: The August 
Offensive, Gallipoli, 1915) provides a readable, 
well-illustrated, account of those dramatic events. 
While Cameron does not offer any startling new 
revelations, he does provide a very readable 
account. 
 
After reading this book, one is left with a clear 
understanding that the battle was doomed to 
failure from its inception, whatever the heroic 
efforts of the combatants. As Cameron 
demonstrates, it was simply too much to ask tired 
men (many of whom had been almost constantly 
in the front lines for over three months) to march 
long distances, at night, across terrain of almost 
indescribable complexity, with no worthwhile 
maps, and then expel their enemies from 
dominating terrain. 
 
The difficulties of coordinating the actions of 
widely separated forces were insuperable in an 
era where a telephone was a sophisticated form 
of communication (if its wires had not been 
severed by gunfire or passing traffic), while 
runners had little chance of finding their way to  

 
 
their destination, and less of finding their way 
back to where they had started. Those difficulties 
ensured that any attempt to react to events on 
the battlefield would be delayed to the point of 
irrelevance. They were exacerbated by command 
failures. Cameron is (rightly) critical of Godley’s 
performance during these battles. Godley did not 
take control, but allowed Johnston, commanding 
the New Zealand infantry brigade, to control 
some follow-up attacks involving more than his 
own brigade. Johnston, however, seems, at best, 
to have been suffering from stress during the 
battle, refusing to move during darkness, but 
ordering daylight attacks later. On one occasion 
he rejected proposals for the provision of 
machine-gun support for an attack, virtually 
threatening his brigade machine-gun officer with 
disciplinary action for persisting with an offer to 
‘cover your advance and put troops up there 
without casualty’. 
 
Cameron also comments adversely on Monash’s 
failure to move forward to see events for himself. 
This criticism brings to mind C.E.W. Bean’s 
description of Monash as a leader who ‘would 
command a division better than a brigade and a 
corps better than a division’, (Volume II, p588). 
Based on Cameron’s account, Monash was not 
doing well as a brigade commander at this time. 
 
All that said, Cameron’s descriptions of the 
events of 6 to 10 August 1915 are admirably 
clear, and compelling to read. He follows each 
segment of the offensive to a logical break point, 
before moving to the next, and ties them all 
together well. Those who have seen the film 
Gallipoli might note that the comment in that film 
about British troops at Suvla Bay not advancing 
while the light horsemen died at the Nek is 
irrelevant, as the attack at the Nek supported the 
New Zealand and Australian Division attack on 
Sari Bair Ridge, not the men at Suvla Bay. 
 
Cameron’s final judgement on the August 
Offensive is that while the flaws in the plan and 
the weakened condition of the men ensured that 
the attacks could not succeed, even success on 
the battlefield would not have altered the 
outcome of the campaign, a judgement that is 
difficult to refute. The many maps provided are 
great aids to understanding the narrative, albeit 
some places mentioned in the text do not always 
appear on the relevant map. The selected photos 
and the sidebars on weapons and personalities 
add useful background to the text. 

                                                                       
John Donovan worked in the Department of 
Defence for over 32 years, principally in the 
fields of intelligence, force development and 
resource management. He also served for 
several years in the Australian Army Reserve. 
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SIR 
WILLIAM GLASGOW, 
Soldier, Senator and 
Diplomat 
Peter Edgar 
Big Sky Publishing, 
2011, 407pp. 
 
Reviewer:  JOHN 
DONOVAN 
 
As a student in the 

1960s, I occasionally walked past the statue of 
Sir William Glasgow in its then obscure location. 
At that time I knew little of Glasgow, except that 
he was Queensland’s senior officer of World War 
I. Peter Edgar has filled the gaps in my 
knowledge with this biography. 
 
Glasgow started his military career in the 
Queensland militia. He soon met men who could 
later influence his career, serving with Chauvel in 
the Queensland shearers’ strike and in Queen 
Victoria’s Diamond Jubilee contingent, while 
Brudenell White was a fellow bank clerk in 
Gympie. Chauvel was also Glasgow’s company 
commander in South Africa, where Glasgow 
served under Sir Edward Hutton, GOC of the 
Australian Army after Federation, and Hamilton, 
British commander on Gallipoli. 
 
Glasgow’s principal military service was during 
World War I. Initially second-in-command of the 
2nd Light Horse Regiment in Chauvel’s 1st Light 
Horse Brigade; Glasgow was wounded at Pope’s 
Hill, and later commanded the 2nd Light Horse. 
Rather than remaining with the Light Horse, he 
took command of the 13th Brigade, apparently at 
White’s instigation. It seems unlikely that 
Glasgow would have had the same opportunity to 
develop as a soldier had he remained with the 
Light Horse in Palestine. 
 
Military planning improved in parallel with 
Glasgow’s career. Within the 13th Brigade, the 
need for units to coordinate with each other was 
not well understood at Mouquet Farm, albeit it 
improved at Noreuil, as Glasgow’s skills 
developed. By Messines planning had improved, 
but the skills of troops and commanders 
remained insufficiently developed. At Zonnebeke, 
the operation went according to the plan for the 
first time in the 13th Brigade’s experience.  
 
By Dernancourt and Villers-Bretonneux, the 
benefits of training and experience to Glasgow 
and his men were clear. The brigade and its staff 
were so well trained that they moved around 13 
kilometres on foot to the battlefield, the staff 
reconnoitred the ground and coordinated  

 
 
 
 

planning with ‘Pompey’ Elliott’s 15th Brigade and 
the 8th British Division, and orders were issued, 
all in around twelve hours. Training, good 
organisation, and experience were essential 
parts of Glasgow’s success, as was moral 
courage. While Glasgow abandoned an attack at 
Pope’s Hill that had the potential to be another 
Nek, his skills (and, perhaps, confidence) in the 
early Western Front battles were not sufficient for 
him to do the same there, and he accepted poor 
plans without demur. By 1918, however, he told a 
British major-general that if ‘God Almighty … 
gave the order, we couldn’t do it in daylight’. 
 
On 30 June 1918, Glasgow took command of the 
1st Division. Under his command the division 
followed the 8 August offensive with an advance 
to Chuignes. It took Hargicourt in mid-September, 
but Glasgow’s final action was marred by a 
mutiny in the 1st Battalion. Believing that men 
should accept the consequences of their actions, 
Glasgow rejected Monash’s suggestion that 
those convicted should be released. They were 
pardoned after the war ended by Hobbs, then 
commanding the Australian Corps. 
 
After the war, Glasgow entered Parliament, later 
becoming Minister for Defence, with Chauvel as 
CGS. Edgar traces Glasgow’s efforts to improve 
Australia’s defences in the late 1920s. Later, 
Glasgow rose in the Senate to honour the life of 
his comrade, ‘Pompey’ Elliott, who committed 
suicide in 1931. 
 
After being defeated in the 1931 election, 
Glasgow’s last public duty was during World War 
II, as High Commissioner in Canada. His 
responsibilities included oversight of Australians 
training there under the Air Training Scheme. The 
reader can get the impression that, except for the 
Air Training element, Edgar found this chapter 
less interesting to write than earlier chapters, but 
it is covered in a workmanlike fashion. Late in the 
book, Edgar describes Glasgow explaining to the 
present Queen that one of his medals was 
received for attending her great-great-
grandmother’s Diamond Jubilee celebrations 
early in his career. 
 
This is a readable biography of a great 
Australian, whose statue now stands in central 
Brisbane overlooking ANZAC Square, memorial 
to so many of his comrades. 

 
 
 
. 
 
 

John Donovan worked in the Department of 
Defence for over 32 years, principally in the 
fields of intelligence, force development and 
resource management. He also served for 
several years in the Australian Army Reserve. 
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     Australian Embassy, Tokyo 
19 March 2012 

The Australian Embassy in Tokyo 
recently took possession of Japan's 
World War II records on Australians 
held as prisoners of war, a mark of 
the close friendship between two 
former foes. 
 
The records, which include name 
cards and related information, have 
been transferred to the Australian 
National Archives in Canberra. 
 
Amongst the records of particular 
significance are the first complete list 
of Australian victims of the sinking of 
the Montevideo Maru on 22 June 
1942 near Luzon in the Philippines, 
a complete list of the approximately 
20,000 Australian prisoners of war 

held by Japan in camps across the Asia-Pacific, and personal details 
about the 4,500 Australians detained in Japan. 
 
Over the coming months, the National Archives will restore and digitise 
the records for public access, allowing family members and historians 
to better understand Australia's wartime experience. 
 

 
 
 
 
 

 
  

Colour Belts presented to1/19 RNSWR at Ingleburn on
24 SEP 1983 by 2/1st & 2/19th Battalion AIF Associations 

PHOTO COURTESY Reg  & Joy NEWTON 
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From George THOMAS 
 
Users of the stainless steel/alloy Knife Fork Spoon sets in the Australian Military in the 1960-1970 era may 
not be aware of the origins of this excellent bit of kit. 
 
Into the 1960’s Australian troops were still being issued with individual KFS of a domestic design that dated 
back to WW2. 
 
The introduction of the new KFS set in the mid 1960’s was seen as a new innovation. The first production 
were manufactured in Australia by C&A with the earliest production run identified to date is 1962. 
 

The Australian KFS was in fact based on a 
British model manufactured in the latter 
stages of WW2. The first production run 
was 1944 and the product was 
manufactured by Richards the Sheffield 
cutlery manufacturer using stainless steel 
and alloy. The first design had the fork on 
the outside in opposition to the spoon but 
the later versions adopted the set out 
familiar to Australians with the fork cradled 
in the spoon with the knife on the outside. 
The product was named Compactum and 
post war continued in production in a 
civilian version. For those who do not have 
the benefit of a Latin education 
“Compactum” as an adjective means 
“Joined together”. Oh how so very English. 
 

The Australian version was a slightly smaller and more angular style but the heritage is very clear. 
 
The production of the Australian KFS was undertaken by MGL from about 1970 and continued to be issued 
until replaced by a pressed stainless steel product that was functional but lacked the quality evident in the 
stainless steel/alloy product. 
 
If there are any Australian Knife/Fork/Spoon, either in sets or individually, which might be available to join the 
historical collection being developed by George Thomas, he would welcome contact, from their custodians, 
on gnkthomas@internode.on.net or 041 9412059 to discuss terms of purchase. 

 

Illustrations 
The smaller size and more angular style of the Australian versions can be seen in “KFS UK-AUS”. 
 
The different sequence of implements can be seen in “KFS SET UK-AUS” 
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I have had this plaque fixed to my grandparent's 
grave in a small cemetery near Mittagong. My 
mother only had one sibling and he was killed in 
1942. He was the pilot of the aircraft which was 
carrying incendiary bombs at the time. The aircraft 
ignited when hit by ground fire and all except the 
tail gunner died in the explosion. At the time of his 
death he had completed about 19 missions over 
Europe. 
  
My uncle completed his leaving at Bowral High 
School during the depression years. He was 18 
months getting employment after leaving school 
and then obtained employment with Bank of NSW 
serving at Wagga,Urana,Ganmain and Captains 
Flat. 
  
It will be 70 years this year since he was killed. My brother has visited his grave in Germany. 
   
Howard Bye                           

 

NEW REGIMENTAL QUILT 
 
Our Honorary Treasurer, Mrs Joy Newton, conscious of the costs incurred in printing Boldly and Faithfully, 
has created another beautifully stitched double bed sized patchwork quilt with complementary themes to 
those quilts previously created and generously donated to the Association. The design shows, as a 
centrepiece, the Regimental Crest of the Royal New South Wales Regiment together with the Colour 
Patches of the predecessor First and Second World War Battalions. The base colours are the lanyard 
colours of 1 RNSWR and 19 RNSWR. The quilt was machine embroidered and has been generously quilted, 
free of charge, by Leanne Masters of "Fortunes & Fairies" Shop 8, Magnolia Mall, Richmond NSW and is 
valued, in excess of, $2,500.   
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EMAIL FROM BOB MIDDLETON 12 SEP 12 
 
Hi Bob. 
 
Virginia and I are in the US for about 7 weeks and we called into the Wright Patterson Air Force Museum in 
Dayton Ohio and found the “Bockscar”, the B29 Superfortress Bomber which did the job on Nagasaki with 
the Atom Bomb, perfectly preserved in situ with models of both the Hiroshima and Nagasaki bombs next to it. 
Thought the gentlemen who were near there went the bomb went off would like to see their lifesaver 
 
Regards to All 
Bob Middleton 
. 
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Continued from July 2012 Newsletter 
 
A fine climax came when "A" force came through 
from Burma on New Year's Day. We had been 
given another holiday and were tidying the camp 
when a train crowded with troops pulled up at the 
point just opposite the gate and raucous voices 
called out to know if there were any Australians in 
the camp. Wild excitement thrilled our voices as 
we crowded round the gate, and the Tiger brought 
out his guards, roaring enquiry. When he learned, 
he stood by while we called greetings, and the 
camp became a pandemonium of excited cries. 
 
We soon learned that the troops were from "A" 
force, the party that, early after the surrender, had 
gone round to Burma and began the railway from 
that end. This was the final proof that the railway 
had gone right through. There was great 
excitement as familiar names were called and 
answered by other names. We gradually came to 
pick out the old faces from the mass of waving 
hands, and as each was identified, frenzied 
greetings would echo across the fence. Then 
Shorty, who had pioneered many an enterprise, 
went up to the Tiger, tossed him one and asked if 
he could go through the gate and speak to a 
friend. The Tiger was amazed that anyone, least 
of all the "Small Soldier" who was unpopular with 
him, having the affrontery to suggest that he 
countenance a breach of the most sacred laws of 
Nippon, that he gave us all permission, and we 
surrounded the train till it moved off. 
 
Then, after further negotiations he gave us 
permission to go down to the station, and like a 
mob of wild men we raced down with the guard 
tagged on behind us. To the Nips on the train this 
seething mob pursued by a guard, could mean 
nothing but revolt, and they lined the length of the 
train and pelted us with stones, but things were 
soon adjusted and reluctantly we were given 
permission to crowd round the train once more. 
 
In a sense it was like being free again. Old 
friendships were revived, old stories swapped, the 
"news" was compared, and we told our respective 
prison stories. We learnt of friendship that had 
"passed over" and others that were following on. 
They gave us a grim account of their ghastly trip 
up the coast in the holds of ships, and the raids on 
their camps. They had been heavily raided and 
had suffered casualties. Huge planes dropping 
flares followed by bombs had swooped down on 
them And they don't misst we were told. Reggie’s 
Colonel was to come later, and when told of this 
the Tiger declared that he wanted to see him  

 
 
 
 
 
himself, as he knew he 
was a "V.V." and the Tiger 
wanted to meet 
one.Tanaka addressed us 
on New Year's Day. He 
spoke mainly of our health 
and promised us that it 
would improve under 
better conditions that 
would prevail during the 
coming year. He wished 
us a better New Year and 
spoke at length in terms that made it clear that he, 
too, had "seen the light". And the New Year 
indeed brought a great improvement. Hours of 
work were reduced, and we had time for 
recreation. "Yasmae" days were increased, and 
though it was usually a case of knocking off work 
to cart bricks there were fewer bricks than 
formerly. 

NX45804 Driver Herbert James McNAMARA, Carrier Pl, HQ Coy, 2/20 Battalion A.I.F. 

 
Work generally involved a great deal of walking, 
owing to the long strip of road we were covering, 
but little actual toil. Walking to the job counted as 
work time, contrary to former practice, and rations 
improved so much that for long periods the 
chances of getting meat in your issue of stew 
bordered on certainty. Our chief tribulation came 
from the spasmodic "animal acts", a phenomena 
common to times of improved treatment all 
through our imprisonment, and generally 
interpreted by the Wishful Thinkers Federation as 
the "Writing on the Wall". These consisted in the 
Tiger or some lesser Nip breaking out in a sudden 
and unexpected manner, venting his wrath on 
anyone who came under his rule. 
 
With the Tiger these "acts" generally followed on a 
thunderstorm. It was said that he was the victim of 
shell-shock and used to be peculiarly sensitive 
about his reactions to thunder, and the following 
day he would regain his lost prestige by "taking it 
out" on someone. At this time there was no 
thunder, but there seemed to be many things that 
stirred him up to animalosity, and when these 
could not be traced they were held by the Wishful 
Thinkers Federation, quoted above, to lie in the 
"News". These "acts" in the Tiger's case were 
always specialised; directed either at one person, 
or on one particular thing at a time. Things that 
provoked it varied from whistling, talking after 
"lights out", sleeping outside the huts to failing to 
salute with enthusiasm. There was no knowing 
which of these vices was going to provoke him 
next, and once any of them had fallen under his 
wrath for a time it gave way to another, and was 
resumed with his assent and even approval.  
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These acts were not usually anything outstanding 
by I.J.A. standards, but the way they punctuated 
an otherwise peaceful existence with nerving 
uncertainty, made them as unwelcome as the 
more startling turns of the earlier days. It was 
fortunate if it were a person and not a thing that 
moved him to wrath, or then on, it could proceed 
for some time without there being any way of 
breaking it down. "Shorty" was one of those who 
had this unfortunate experience. One of the 
engineers tried to take his watch for a few 
cigarettes, and on being denied it, put him to work 
and kicked him and bashed him in the standard of 
the old days.  
 
Shorty told the Tiger who accepted it with delight, 
and sent for the offender in high glee. However 
the Engineer officer resented Shorty taking it over 
his head and took the part of his man. A lively 
battle of several hours ensued, with losses on 
both sides, the Tiger emerging mainly victorious, 
but he decided that there was not enough 
evidence to justify taking it to higher authority, and 
he let it go. He told Shorty to report anything more 
of the kind immediately, and promised to take it up 
if there was enough evidence, but after a while it 
began to dawn on him that he had lost some 
prestige over the incident, and as this soaked in 
he began to blame Shorty for all his worries. 
Shorty was never one to go out of his way to 
make himself pleasing in the sight of Nippon, and 
it was not long before the Tiger had many 
opportunities to vent his wrath. 
 
The problem became so serious that the officers 
tried to get Shorty on a draft to go back down the 
line. It reached a climax when the Tiger forbade 
him to be sick. If I see you on sick parade I will 
shoot you, he said. We all trembled when the 
guard brought Shorty in from a working party 
saying that he had caught him buying coffee at a 
Thai village near where he had been working. 
Small soldier! the Tiger bellowed in a terrible 
voice. 
 
He stood Shorty to attention with another offender 
at the camp gates each bearing a placard setting 
forth their crimes. When Shorty had finished his 
sentence he asked permission to keep the placard 
as a souvenir. Even the Tiger knew when he was 
beaten. He gave it to him. He still has it.  After that 
the vendetta on the "small soldier" ceased. Yes. I 
think we would have broken their hearts before 
they broke ours. Sickness, was of course the main 
stimulus to animal acts. It was here that most of 
the turns recorded in Chapter II occurred. The 
guards themselves turned on private animal acts 
on their own and some were very distasteful. With  
the falling-off of the authority of the engineers they  
 
 
 

 

 

had the monopoly of this form of  amusement and  
exploited it with relish. The Blind Boil in particular  
was an expert in this line. Becoming sick outside 
prescribed hours was still a serious crime. It was 
alright when you were working for the engineers 
but many of the new jobs came under the 
supervision of the Camp Guards, and Tiger's own 
delegates. I got socked for not hurrying at 103.6 
deg. and many had to work in water when over a 
hundred. Punishments were various and original, 
not usually dangerous, but very discomforting.  
Nonetheless things were on the up and up. Work 
was easier and conditions better. It was generally 
possible to get the sick onto easy jobs/ and when 
the novelty wore off a new animal act, the guards 
were quite pleasant. Occasionally a few Japanese 
women came up the line and were made available 
to the O.R.’s of the Japanese Army, and though 
the issue was small for the number of troops/ and 
it did much to buoy up their spirits and to keep 
their minds off us. 
 
It became certain that we would be moving south 
before long/ and there were strong rumours of 
Japan. These had persisted since the early days, 
but now they gained a new strength, and reports 
came from all quarters and all camps. Them one 
day the Tiger called us together and told us that 
we would be going in a short time to a far land. 
They gathered more particulars about us and the 
"signs" grew daily. 
 
Most of us felt that if we got to Japan we would be 
right to the end of the war. The nearer the nerve 
centre the better the treatment as a rule and they 
always boasted in their papers about the 
treatment of prisoners in their homeland in 
keeping with the glorious old spirit of Bushido.    
Raids were increasing. "A" Force had spoken of a 
hectic time in Burma and troops were being 
rushed to the front in increasing numbers. Trains 
crowded with troops struggled along the line and 
long columns would march past on foot. Many 
were old, many little more than kids. We noted 
their "get-up" and equipment in high glee. 
Whenever we dug up a skull by accident we put it 
on a pole along their path to cheer them up. 
 
There was a transit camp just across the road 
from us, and here they would often spend the 
night waking in the very small hours of the 
morning to break our sleep with mighty voices 
numbering for P.T. or bellowing raucous prayers 
to whatever gods they believed in. Pray you 
bastards! Pray! we used to yell You'll need It. The 
Tiger went crook on them for breaking his brief 
conscience ridden sleep; and greeted them in a 
surly manner if they approached the camp for help 
- which they never got.  
To be continued…………… 
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Identification of the
postings would be a

L to R: CAPT Ray BRA
CAPT John RALPH, C
CRAWFORD, LT Marj B
Doug BELL (Bn 2IC) LT
BELTRAME (OPS OFFR
CAPT Robert BINNS.    

NEW SOU
1/19 RNSWR OFFICERS INGLEBURN 1982 
TTON, CAPT John FOGARTY, LT Terry BETTS, CAPT Glenn CROSLAND (ADJT) LT Jim MICHELL,
APT Mick EATHER, BRIG The Hon Max WILLIS (Comd 5 Bde) LT Philip GERBER, LT Phillip
ULLIVANT, LTCOL Peter McGUINNESS (Commanding Officer) Unknown, CAPT Brian MARTYN, MAJ

 Mick GRAY, Unknown, MAJ Bob LIDDEN, LT Bob WIESE, LT Garry WARD, LT Doug HAIR, MAJ Gary
) CAPT Paul COUCH, LT Sean ROSE, CAPT George THOMAS, LT David OTTON, LT Wayne YOUNG,

                     PHOTO COURTESY OF Lieutenant Colonel Gary BELTRAME RFD 
 2 “Unknowns” in the above photo together with rank corrections / confirmation and 
ppreciated by the Editor 

TH WALES SCOTTISH REGIMENT HEADQUARTER COY GUARD 1935 
Sergeant Reg NEWTON second Sergeant in front rank 

(PHOTO COURTESY REG NEWTON Jnr) 
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